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Abstract

I propose a simple, general framework for the interac-
tion of inference with natural language interpretation.
First, inference is only available when triggered by the
violation of highly ranked constraints. Second, infer-
ence is constrained to be a search for a minimal sub-
model. I show that this correctly captures facts concern-
ing deaccenting, ellipsis, and reciprocal interpretation.

Introduction
While it is widely agreed that inference plays an important
role in the interpretation of natural language, there is little
agreement about when inference is in fact available, and how
it is constrained. In this paper I propose a simple, general
framework for the interaction of inference with natural lan-
guage interpretation. I suggest that inference is only avail-
able when triggered by the violation of highly ranked con-
straints. Furthermore, I propose that inference is constrained
to be a search for a minimal submodel.

According to this proposal, a given linguistic construc-
tion has a default interpretation that does not require in-
ference. For example, the default interpretation of an el-
liptical expression is that the elided material is identical to
the antecedent expression. The default interpretation of a
reciprocal expression is the interpretation relating all pairs
of individuals in the range of the quantifier. Inference is
only permitted in cases where the default interpretation vio-
lates a highly ranked linguistic constraint, such as AGREE,
AVOID-CONTRADICTION, or PARALLEL. When infer-
ence is triggered in this way, the only possible inferences
are those whose minimal models are submodels of the model
associated with the default interpretation.

In what follows, I first describe the general model of trig-
gered, submodel inference. Next, I apply the model to a
variety of phenomena in which inference has been observed
to play a role in interpretation. First, I address phenomena
involving deaccenting and the PARALLEL constraint as ap-
plied to quantifier scoping. Next, I look at ellipsis phenom-
ena, and finally, the interpretation of reciprocal expressions.
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In each case, the model uniformly captures subtle facts con-
cerning the interaction of inference with interpretation, suc-
cessfully predicting when inference is triggered, and con-
straining inference to produce precisely the observed inter-
pretations.

A General Model of Natural Language
Inference

Highly Ranked Constraints
I will assume in this paper that a given construction has a
default interpretation that does not involve inference. I will
also assume the existence of several highly ranked linguis-
tic constraints. It is the violation of these constraints that
triggers inference. In this paper, I appeal to the following
constraints:

• AGREE: This covers number agreement, and rules out,
e.g., “Martha danced together”, while permitting “Martha
and Irv danced together”

• AVOID-CONTRADICTION: This is a logical inconsis-
tency arising from a discourse. (See (Hendriks & de Hoop
2001) for recent discussion of this as a preference princi-
ple.)

• PARALLEL: The requirement or preference for cer-
tain utterances to receive parallel interpretations has been
widely studied (see (Fox 2000; Asher 1993), as well as
references cited in those works). I will follow Rooth’s Al-
ternative Semantics theory (Rooth 1985) in implementing
certain aspects of this requirement, according to which
two utterances are required to have matching interpreta-
tions, apart from focused elements.

Submodels and Inference
We assume a logical form, (LF) for a given natural language
utterance. A first order model of an LF is as follows.

First Order Model:

• Domain of model M, dom(M): a set of individuals.

• Interpretation Function of M, I(M): a function from re-
lation symbols to sets of n-tuples of elements of the Do-
main. For the ordering on models, we view the Interpreta-
tion as a set of assertions about individuals in the domain.



Ordering on models: M1 ≤ M2 iff card(dom(M1)) ≤
card(dom(M2)) and I(M1) ⊆ I(M2). (Gardent & Webber
2001; Gardent & Konrad 2000a; Konrad 2004)

Following (Gardent & Webber 2001; Gardent & Konrad
2000a; Konrad 2004), we can now define a minimal model.

Minimal Model: for any LF α, M ε Min-models(α) iff
M satisfies α and no model M′ that satisfies α is below M in
the model ordering.

If M1 ≤ M2, we say that M1 is a submodel of M2.

Simply put, we can say that a model M1 is a submodel of
M2 if the assertions in M1 is a subset of the set of assertions
in M2.

A General Model of Inference
Our proposal can now be stated as follows: for a given dis-
course D, we produce a default LF L. If L violates no con-
straints, it is the preferred interpretation. If L does violate
one or more constraints, we perform inferences. An inferred
L′ is a potential interpretation of D if it avoids the constraint
violations, and if it has a minimal model that is a submodel
of a minimal model of L. If there are several such alterna-
tives, those LF’s closest to L in the submodel ordering are
preferred.

Deaccenting and PARALLEL
There is a vast literature on the requirement that a discourse
be coherent (see (Hobbs 1979; Asher 1993), as well as refer-
ences cited in those works). Here, I will focus on one well-
studied aspect of that discourse coherence, namely Paral-
lelism. Following the discussion in (Fox 2000), Direct Par-
allelism involves satisfying the requirements of Alternative
Semantics (Rooth 1985); parallel sentences must match, ex-
cept possibly for focused elements. If Direct Parallelism
fails for two sentences A and B, Indirect Parallelism is an
option; Indirect Parallelism can be satisfied if an inference
from A to A′ is possible, where A′ and B satisfy Direct Par-
allelism.

I will use the following examples to show that the Infer-
ence involved in Direct Parallelism must be minimal with
respect to submodel search. 1

(1) A doctor saw every patient. A NURSE saw every
patient, too.

(2) A doctor saw every patient. A NURSE saw many
patients, too.

1A similar argument is made in (Hardt forthcoming), where it
is shown that model-based constraints on inference capture these
facts, while other theories, such as that of (Fox 2000), do not. How-
ever, (Hardt forthcoming) proposes that inferences be restricted
to the nearest minimal models. The current proposal is more re-
strictive, since it limits inferences to the nearest submodels. Fur-
thermore, the proposal in (Hardt forthcoming) does not apply uni-
formly to the range of phenomena considered here.

As observed by many authors (see (Asher, Hardt, & Bus-
quets 2001) and references therein) scope ambiguity should
be resolved in parallel in both examples: if “a doctor” takes
wide scope, “a nurse” also takes wide scope; if “a doctor”
takes narrow scope, so does “a nurse”. For (1), this follows
from Direct Parallelism. But for (2), Direct Parallelism fails,
since “many” does not match “every”.

We focus on the case where “a doctor” takes wide scope.
Since Direct Parallelism fails, we must apply Indirect Paral-
lelism. In other words, an inference is required to establish
parallelism. We can then infer A′ (A doctor saw many pa-
tients) from A (A doctor saw every patient). (Note that this
only follows if there is a presupposition that there are many
patients.) The inferred A′ allows parallelism to be estab-
lished, and this is consistent with scope parallelism. The
problem is that A′′, with inverse scoping, can also be in-
ferred from A. But this would then license a non-parallel
reading. Here are the three relevant LF’s:

A:
(A doctor x) (every patient y) x saw y.
A′: (Parallel)
(A doctor x) (many patients y) x saw y.
A′′: (Non-parallel)
(many patients y) (A doctor x) x saw y.

It is necessary to rule out the inference giving rise to A′′,
while permitting the inference to A′. An inspection of mini-
mal models shows that the proposed approach achieves this
result.

Note first that I assume that there are at least four doc-
tors, patients, and nurses, and that many means “at least 3”.
While this may seem arbitrary, I believe some such assump-
tion is required here: the use of “every” presupposes the ex-
istence of a domain of some reasonable size. For example,
it is a bit odd to say “every student asked a question” if there
are just two students; in this case “both” is a more felicitous
determiner.

So each minimal model will contain the following infor-
mation:

doctor(d1), doctor(d2), doctor(d3), doctor(d4)
patient(p1), patient(p2), patient(p3), patient(p4)
nurse(n1), nurse(n2), nurse(n3), nurse(n4)

Where the three models differ is in the saw relation. Be-
low, we give the saw relation in the minimal model of each
LF, A, A′, and A′′.

• A:
(A doctor x) (every patient y) x saw y.

• MA:
saw(d1,p1), saw(d1,p2), saw(d1,p3), saw(d1,p4)

• A′: (Parallel)
(A doctor x) (many patients y) x saw y.

• MA′:
saw(d1,p1), saw(d1,p2), saw(d1,p3)



• A′′: (Non-parallel)
(many patients y) (A doctor x) x saw y.

• MA′′ :
saw(d1,p1), saw(d2,p2), saw(d3,p3)

Now it is clear that the inference from A to A′ involves
submodel search; in this case, a single literal, saw(d1, p4)
is eliminated from MA to produce MA′ . MA′′ is not a sub-
model of A, and thus is correctly ruled out.

Ellipsis and AGREE
Consider now the following example of Verb Phrase Ellipsis,
from (Webber 1978):

(3) Irv and Martha wanted to dance together, but
Martha couldn’t, because her husband was there.

Here, the VP is elided in the clause ”Martha couldn’t”.
We make the standard assumption that the default reading of
an ellipsis is that it is identical to the antecedent. In this ex-
ample, the antecedent VP is “dance together”. So the default
reading of the elliptical sentence is:

(4) Martha couldn’t dance together.

Of course, this is not the desired reading in this case. In
our view, this is because the default reading gives rise to
an AGREE violation (the VP modifier together requires a
plural subject). As argued by Webber, the desired reading
arises from the following inference:

(5) Irv and Martha wanted to dance together ⇒ Martha
wanted to dance with Irv.

Again, this is consistent with the submodel proposal. In-
tuitively, we have the following minimal models.

• A: Irv and Martha wanted to dance together

• MA:
want(M,dance(M,I))
want(I,dance(M,I))

• A′: Martha wanted to dance with Irv

• MA′:
want(M,dance(M,I))

It is clear that this respects the submodel constraint, since
the model of A′ is a submodel of A.

While this representation is perspicious, it goes beyond
first order logic, in that the proposition dance(M, I) is an
argument to want. There are a variety of proposals in the
literature for treating such predications with first order rep-
resentations. Here, we will follow (Hobbs 1985): we assume
a set of situation2 variables, s1 . . . sn, which appear as extra
arguments to all predications. Thus we can write that there
is a situation s in which Martha and Irv are dancing, and that
s is a situation which Martha wants. No higher order terms
are necessary.

• A: Irv and Martha wanted to dance together

2Hobbs called these events, following (Davidson 1980).

• ∃s1.(want(M, s1) ∧ dance(M, I, s1)) ∧
∃s2.(want(I, s2) ∧ dance(M, I, s2))

• MA:
want(M,s), dance(M,I,s), want(I,s)

• A′: Martha wanted to dance with Irv

• ∃s1.(want(M, s1) ∧ dance(M, I, s1))

• MA′:
want(M,s), dance(M,I,s)
It is clear that the desired inference from A to A′ is con-

sistent with submodel search; we simply delete the asser-
tion want(I, s). Furthermore, the inferred A′ removes the
AGREE violation.

The proposal here follows the basic observation in (Web-
ber 1978) concerning the need for inference in constructing
the desired meaning. However, Webber does not propose
any constraints on the interaction of inference with interpre-
tation of ellipsis.

The triggering and submodel constraints play a crucial
role in correctly determining the role of inference in ellip-
sis interpretation, and preventing unwanted inference-based
readings. Note that there are many other inferences that
could be drawn from Irv and Martha wanted to dance to-
gether, other than the desired Martha wanted to dance with
Irv. For example, one could infer Martha wanted to dance
with someone who wants to dance. This is a valid inference,
and, arguably, just as easy an inference as the desired infer-
ence. However, (3) cannot mean Martha can’t dance with
someone who wants to dance. This inference is ruled out by
the submodel constraint.

The triggering constraint also rules out unwanted
inference-based readings. For example, consider the follow-
ing variant of (3):

(6) Irv and Martha wanted to dance together, but Tom
and Susan didn’t want to.

Here, the only possible reading is Tom and Susan didn’t
want to dance together. On our proposal, this is because
there is no AGREE violation to trigger inference here.
Without this triggering constraint, it’s not clear how the
inference-based reading Tom and Susan didn’t want to dance
with Irv is to be ruled out.

Reciprocals and AVOID-CONTRADICTION
We turn now to the interpretation of reciprocals, as illus-
trated by (7):

(7) The students like each other.
Here, the preferred reading is that every pair of students

participates in the like relation. Following the discussion
in (Gardent & Konrad 2000b), we can describe a recipro-
cal as an operator RCP, applying to a set S and relation R.
We define the default reading for a reciprocal (RCP(S,R)) as
follows:

∀x, y.(xεS ∧ yεS ∧ x 6= y) → R(x, y)

As discussed by (Dalrymple et al. 1998) other, weaker
readings are sometimes observed, as in the following exam-
ple:



(8) The students stare at each other in surprise.

Here, the default meaning is this:

∀x, y(student(x) ∧ student(y) ∧ (x 6= y) →
stare at(x, y)))

(Every student stared at every other student.)

However, this is not the preferred reading here, as dis-
cussed by (Dalrymple et al. 1998). They point out that this
reading contradicts world knowledge: it is not possible to
stare at more than one person at a time.

• A:
∀x, y(stare at(x, y) → ∀z(z 6= y) →
not(stare at(x, z)))

The preferred reading is, rather, the following:

• A′:
∀x(student(x) → ∃y(x 6= y ∧ student(y) →
stare at(x, y)))

This result follows directly from our proposed framework:
the default reading A produces a highly ranked violation,
AVOID-CONTRADICTION. The desired reading, A′, re-
pairs the violation, and is consistent with the submodel con-
straint. To see that A′ is consistent with the submodel con-
straint, consider the following model for the default meaning
A, with three students:

• MA:
student(s1),student(s2),student(s3)
stare at(s1,s2), stare at(s2,s3), stare at(s1,s3)
stare at(s2,s1),stare at(s3,s1), stare at(s3,s2)

The desired reading A′ has several minimal models, such
as the following:

• M′

A
:

student(s1),student(s2),student(s3)
stare at(s1,s2), stare at(s2,s3), stare at(s3,s2)

It is clear that this is a submodel of MA, since it re-
sults from removing the stare at literals, stare at(s1,s3),
stare at(s2,s1),stare at(s3,s1).

Next, we turn to the following example:

(9) The students gave each other measles.

The default reading A, is:

• A:
∀x, y(student(x) ∧ student(y) ∧ (x 6= y) →
gave measles(x, y))

This gives rise to the following minimal model:

• MA:
student(s1),student(s2),student(s3)
gave measles(s1,s2), gave measles(s2,s3),
gave measles(s1,s3), gave measles(s2,s1),
gave measles(s3,s1), gave measles(s3,s2)

The problem here is that one cannot get measles from
more than one person at a time. Again, we have a violation
of AVOID-CONTRADICTION. As noted by (Dalrymple et
al. 1998), the desired reading is

• A′:
∀x(student(x) → ∃y(student(y) ∧ (x 6= y) ∧
gave measles(x, y) ∨ gave measles(y, x))

(This is dubbed the Inclusive Alternative Ordering by
(Dalrymple et al. 1998).)

The desired reading A′ has several minimal models, such
as the following:

• M′

A
:

student(s1),student(s2),student(s3)
gave measles(s1,s2), gave measles(s2,s3)

Again, it is clear that the desired reading is an inference
that can be characterized as submodel search.

Conclusions
In this paper, I have proposed that inference is only avail-
able when triggered by the violation of a highly ranked con-
straint. Furthermore, not all possible inferences are possible;
only those consistent with a sub-model constraint. What this
means is that an inference from A to B is only permitted if
the set of assertions in B’s minimal model is a subset of the
set of assertions in A’s minimal model.

I have considered three types of phenomena in which in-
ference plays an important role: ellipsis, deaccenting, and
reciprocals. I have shown that, in all three cases, the pro-
posed framework gives the correct analysis. In all three
cases, the default reading is preferred unless there is a vi-
olation, and in case of a violation, an inference is permitted
only if it respects the submodel constraint and repairs the
violation.

These successful results rely on the postulation of highly
ranked constraints: in particular, AGREE, PARALLEL, and
AVOID-CONTRADICTION. Of course, these claims are
only convincing if the constraints have independent moti-
vation. This must be established in future research. It is
equally important to establish what other highly ranked con-
straints there are; our prediction would be that any highly
ranked constraint will serve as a trigger for submodel infer-
ence.
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